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Volvo owners club of SA

Committed to the preservation and restoration of the vehicles in their original form

From the chairman

2013 Saamtrek

Spring is around the corner yet we still get a few
cold spells but generally it is warming up and so
are things on the Club scene.

Amper sulke TYD! Hope that you have booked
your accommodation and we are looking forward
to seeing you over the weekend of 18 – 20 October
2013 at the Golden Gate Hotel 20 km’s outside
Clarens where all activities will be held at the
Hotel. If you haven’t booked yet (we hope there is
still place available) you can phone to make
reservation CALL 058 255 1000 BETWEEN
08H00 AND 16H00 AND ASK FOR YVONNE
OR ESTHER. DO NOT CALL SANPARKS
CENTRAL RESERVATIONS OR SPEAK TO
ANYONE BUT THE PEOPLE LISTED HERE.

Lidmaatskap getalle het vasgehaak op 161 lede wat
effe rede tot kommer is, ons merk dat so 17 van
ons 2012 lede nie lidmaatskap hernu het nie, we
did make a few calls and send out a few reminders
and many actually “forgot”! Ons gaan aan n
stelselkie werk (Hersel is besig daarmee) sodat ons
dit hopelik makliker kan maak. As almal hernu het
dan het ons op 188 gestaan! ‘n Nuwe “rekord”!
Remember that if you renew at the Saamtrek at
registration you pay the 2013 fee and your
membership is paid up through to December 2014!
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•
•

16h00 to 18h00 registration.
19h00 Bring and Braai at the Chalets.

•
•
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Saturday 19 Oct 2013:

D

It is however extremely important to note that any
vehicle older than 25 years WILL not pass the
“modern” roadworthy! To overcome this you will
need to obtain a dating certificate from SAMCA (I
have enquired whether we as a Club affiliated to
SAMCA will be authorised to issue the dating
certificate. Will keep you posted. The purpose of
the dating certificate will then be that when you
take the vehicle for a roadworthy, it will be tested
in accordance with the specification it was
manufactured under. So it is a critical document to
have.

Friday 18 Oct 2013:

ow

On the SAMCA front there is a lot of talk about
the proposed changes to legislation regarding the
testing of vehicles, where vehicles older than 10
years need to be put through the roadworthy test
every year. Any vehicle not on an S licence
(special licence) every 2 years (SAMCA is pushing
for 5 years) and vehicles on an S licence will not
be subject to a roadworthy test.

FINAL programme – all activities at the Golden
Gate Hotel:

•
•
•

08h00 – 10h00 AGM
10h00 – 11h00 photo shoot venue to be advised
will be in the vicinity of the Hotel,
11h00 – 15h00 Display and judging
11h00 – 16h00 Ladies tour to Clarens.
19h00 Prize Giving Dinner.

Sunday 20 Oct 2013:
•

09h00 Winners & 2nd place photo shoot at
entrance to Clarens

Join in the festivities, as only YOU the member
can make this the 32nd Saamtrek in Clarens a great

Another important proposed change was that once
you scrap a car (code 4 = unfit for use) you cannot
rebuild it or use the parts – it would be crushed!
This is currently being debated and may be
reviewed.
We will keep our fingers on this and keep you
updated, another benefit of being a member of the
Club!!
Daar is ook n nuwe versekeraar wat deur SAMCA
geakkrediteer is ek sal binnekort die inligting
uitstuur.
Geniet die nuusbrief daar is heelwat nuus!
Viva Volvo! Loggies

www.volvoclub.co.za
Find and join us on Facebook “volvo owners club of SA”

Events update

My favourite Volvo was once again Gerrit Du
Plessis’s with his surprise. A 122 that he fuel
injected in such a manner that you could hardly
notice. Gerrit, I always look forward to your
modifications. Well Done!!!

6th Volvo walk to vryheid: alfie ball
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On arrival in Vryheid on Friday afternoon, Andre,
Leon and Howard set up our banners and Gazebo
ready for Saturday. Friday a curry and rice evening
was hosted by the Vryheid Motorsport Club at a
very reasonable price for the Volvo members and
their families and friends. The club had fires going
outside and the anthracite stove burning inside
which contributed to having a wonderfully warm
evening. The turnout was good at least 80 people
attended and I am sure everyone enjoyed
themselves.
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The weather on Saturday morning was really in our
favour, sunny, not too cold and no rain. We all
gathered at our special allocated spot at the
Vryheid Vintage Car show. Andre and Howard
saw to it that all the Volvo’s parked in a circle
which really looked impressive. A total of 26
Volvo’s were on display there were 9 x 122’s, 2 x
164’s, 1 x 850, 5 x 1800’s, 1 x 144, 1 x C70, 4 x
544’s, 1 x 145 and of course 1 x Mini and a
Nissan Z270 (badges modified to Volvo.)

The Vryheid Vintage Car Show is an annual event
organised by the Vryheid Vintage Car Club. A
local Church sees to the catering which includes
sheep on the spit and lots of other different food
stalls were available. This year +- 300 cars were on
display. Saturday night the Vintage Car Club sold
Braai packs which was served with Pap & Sous
and salads. All car clubs were invited and the
Volvo club were once again the majority in
attendance.
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The 6th walk to Vryheid was held on Saturday
15th June 2013. Andre the main organiser had
everything arranged to leave Joburg on Friday
morning and all other Volvo owners to join in on
route. I am not sure how many Volvo’s travelled in
convoy.

Other clubs present were Alfa Romeo, Mercedes
Benz, Midlands and Hendrik with his Fords. The
Volvo members that registered received a free
meal ticket. Andre handed out the photos, and the
6th walk to Vryheid medals. (Thank you to the
Volvo Club). Everyone enjoyed themselves and on
Sunday morning all left to their different
destinations. Vryheid Vintage Car Club thanks
everyone for their support and looking forward to
seeing everyone plus more friends next year.
Till next year
Regards Alfie.

Spotted at zwartkops by vic campher:

2013 events calendar (dates subject
to change!!)
•
•
•

8 September 2013 – Club bring & braai
Hartbeespoort Dam Boating Club
18 – 20 October 2013 – 2013 National
Saamtrek Clarens.
1 Dec 2013 – Classic Car Show Nasrec Expo

Important membership update
Membership fees is R220 per annum when you
renew. For new members joining the fees are R220
plus an initial fee of R100 = R320.
Membership runs from January to December of
each year. Fees are not prorated if you join later in
the year or renew later in the year.

Regards
Vic Campher

USE YOUR MEMBERSHIP NO when making
payment & short description of what you are
paying! E.g.: 1041 – Club fees OR 1041 – 2x
stickers. This way we know who & what!
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Spotted this 1800 at Zwartkops this weekend,
looked like an early Jensen body shell, prepared
for historic racing by Alan Poulter for a client.
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Welcome to the following new
members:
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Wow, what a great winter’s day. A huge turnout
from Clubs and car enthusiasts. At our Volvo
Owners Club stand we had 11x 122, 3x 122sw, 4X
1800, 2X 544, 1X 445, 1X 144, 1X 145, 1X 242,
1X 850, 1X C70, 1X V50 - 27 in total.
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POMC cars in the park zwartkops: Howard
bates

Wishing the following new members a WARM
welcome to the Club/ Hartlik welkom aan die
volgende nuwe lede:
Johannes Smith
Dawid Fourie
Burt Uys
Herman Fourie
Fredi Nester Esterhuizen
Johan Grove

LizArd

Club Banking details:
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We also signed up one new member – hoist the
flag!!!! And guess who – Fredi Nest one of our
South African Afrikaans singing artists! Members
must be briefed to get there early and either leave
early or very late as the traffic through the single
entry / exit point is a disaster.

NB – the lack of 164 series / 850 series was
obvious (the only 144 AND 850 was an ex
member Jan Lotter)

Bank – Standard Bank
Account No – 200054996
Branch code – 006005 (The Glen)
Account name – Volvo Owners Club of SA
Country – South Africa
Swift code – SBZAZAJJ
(Use your membership No as reference)

From the desk of Eddy
Thanks again! Keep the stories coming I have
some in stock but it might just not be enough to see
us through!
volvoclubsa@mweb.co.za
Fax – 086 684 2976

Concours really? Jan Steenkamp

The big problem is to fit an exact meaning to these
concepts and how they should be applied. In this
regard I certainly do NOT and I repeat do NOT
regard myself as an expert and rely heavily on two
different sources i.e. Des Rudolph from the
Triumph Sports Car Club of Cape Town and the
website of Pebble Beach Concours D ’Elegance.
Des Rudolph explains the difference between the
two classes as “if a car is entered into d’état it will
be judged on authenticity, condition and
cleanliness.

In the July-August 2013 newsletter Johan Kotze
refers to a very important clause in the constitution
of the VOLVO OWNERS CLUB OF S.A. i.e.
clause 4 –PURPOSE.
And really, clause 4.2 reads “To promote the
restoration and preservation of the vehicles in their
original form “. I think it all important to add in the
same breath clause 4.4 which states “To set and
promote stringent standards for the restoration of
vehicles to their original form” At the same time
Johan refers to the little word “Concours” and it is
very true that without the Concours element the
Saamtrek will be left with the AGM and a couple
of photographs (and of course the braai).
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If a car is entered into d ‘elegance it will be judged
only on cleanliness and condition. D’état is most
important to ensure the preservation of the
Triumph marque”. Pebble Beach Concours on the
other hand does not differentiate between d’état
and d ‘elegance but do provide for two different
types of judges i.e. Class Judges and Honorary
Judges.
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(Jan – a picture speaks a 1000 words..here is one of you with a
couple of cans at the 2012 Saamtrek)
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Class judges focus primarily on originality and
authenticity while Honorary Judges direct their
attention to design styling and elegance. Ed
Gilbertson, a former Pebble Beach Concours Chief
Judge says “ By placing this emphasis on
originality and authenticity in class competition,
the Pebble Beach Concours strives to make a
significant contribution to the proper preservation
of the automotive history “.
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But make no mistake the AGM is an essential
element in the life of the Club and the photographs
are highly appreciated. And so is the fellowship
during the week-end. Refer also clause 4.6 “To
provide a social and enriched environment with the
aim to promote an interest and expansion of the
membership of the club “.
Now let’s get closer to this difficult word
“Concours” and the exact meaning thereof. (Most
vintage car clubs that I am aware of regard it as on
onerous subject and steer clear of it).The word is
derived from the French language and means
amongst others – “assistance, competition ,
contest, show”. (In France young person’s leaving
school and seeking entrance to a university must
first sit for an examination referred to as
“Concours“). In the vintage car movement a
special meaning is given to the word and more
specifically means a competition seeking to
recognise the quality of restoration.
So what is a Concours competition? Generally we
find two different classes i.e. Concours d ’elegance
(stylishness, smartness) Concours d’état (state,
condition).

It is important to note is that both bodies place an
extremely important emphasis on the role of the
judges. The Triumph club states that an
inexperienced judge can judge in d ‘elegance
whereas knowledge and experience is required to
judge in authenticity in d’état.
So what is the situation within the Volvo Owners
Club? Yes, in the constitution we find words like
stringent standards, restoration to their original
standards etc. Are these clauses (4.2 and 4.4)
simply ambitious words and should they be taken
seriously - after all they do appear under the
heading “ purpose of the club “. We give members
the choice of entering the Concours and should
they prefer to enter a choice of either entering in
the personalised class (d ‘elegance) or standard
(d’état). What is the exact meaning or
interpretation of original form and can we really
expect members to adhere to the constitution if
they prefer to enter their car in the “personalised”
class.
If I want to paint my car pink (and yes I am a Blue
Bull supporter) am I in breach of the constitution
and what are the consequences?

Equipped Custom By Lluwellin-Lee Peyper

Johan Kotze is appealing to members to come
forward and serve as judges (3) plus “one old hand
with anti-freeze in his veins” The latter to be the
only “expert” and will then be the sole d’état
judge! Surely there should be more than one d’état
judges if the constitution places emphasis on
originality! I have a lot of respect for the
mechanical ability and knowledge of my fellow
club members of Volvo cars but do we really have
a person with expert knowledge of all cars
(444,544 122,1800etc). Highly doubtful!

Chapter 1
The passion of building cars and improving the
horsepower is something that runs in a man`s
veins. Spending your free time in a garage or shop
and getting to know your car inside and out,
knowing where every nut and bolt sleeps, is
something I call passion. With every Equipped
member doing their everyday job is one thing, it’s
when we meet up at night to improve a car, to
improve the power, get more traction and play with
the ideas you formed in your head, that draws you
closer to success.
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So where are we the Volvo Owners Club heading?
I must stress that I am not criticizing the actions of
the committee but would like to expand and
strengthen the current foundation. We should reexamine the Concours d’état and should we find a
suitable candidates for this position, empower
them with the necessary tools and knowledge. To
this end a standard, benchmark, norm or model
must be created against which cars can be judged.
This should really be an exact model of the car(s)
as it appeared on the showroom floors. If we
expect the man (men) with anti-freeze in his veins
to judge originality then supply him with the
necessary knowledge! Certainly those stringent
standards referred to in clause 4.4 of the
constitution should be a beginning and of
considerable use.
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Concours events remain a touchy subject, an area
where angels fear to tread! A subject which must
be handled with kid gloves en met groot
omsigtigheid ! So please let us remain positive,
bear with the committee and empower the d’état
judges.
Greetings- van-lekker-by-die-see. Jan Steenkamp.

With Braam being the man that has the shop, the
tools and a lot of knowledge, it’s easy to
understand why Fred, Alwyn, Shaun and Lee enjoy
the shop time so much. It’s not men going to a bar
and drinking a few drinks, it`s men that share the
same passion. Cleaning, building and sharing info
with a cup of coffee and greasy hands are all part
of the fun. Building work tables, rearranging the
shop into departments and improving the tools are
all just as important as the knowledge that’s
learned and shared among the Equipped members.
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Again I must refer to the emphasis which the
Triumph Club and Pebble Beach place on the role
of Concours d’état judges i.e. highly acknowledge
experts on a specific marque and they only judge
the class to their expertise.

All of us come from a place where wheels form an
important role in your life. Braam has had a
passion for the Swedish car manufacturer from a
young age. It’s not often you see a man in his 20`s
that roll around in a 1960`s old school masterpiece.
What tells you more about Braam is when you talk
to him - he knows the history of the Volvo 122, the
B20 motor and all the details you need to know
about the car. If I didn’t know any better I would
have thought his dad designed the car.
Fred and Alwyn both have big love for 2 wheels,
cruising on your bike with the open road brings the
“bad ass” to life, but makes you enjoy the freedom
that comes with it.
For Shaun its all about Moto X, making the bike
fly higher than its gone before - jumping any jump
and kicking up a lot of dust. Lee on the other hand
loves wheels; from his 311 km/h 2 wheel machine,
to racing ¼ mile races and pushing any car as far
as it can go in the corners. That’s why we see
ourselves as a family, with wheels playing an
important role in the Equipped crew`s life.
With the project Braam took on years ago, it was
said that it could never be done, yet with that he
used it as motivation to show everyone that it
definitely can be done.

With the Volvo yearly gathering in 2011, Sleeper
lost her motor after having a race with the new
S60R tuned Volvo, when the boost regulator pipe
broke and Sleeper over-boost to 3bar. Even with
that amount of boost, it’s safe to say the 122 red
block can handle punishment. The block was never
damaged, even though the conrods were bent, the
head endured damage and the pistons melt.

Sleeper is the birth name for the Volvo 122, and
what an appropriate name she has. With one glance
it’s easy to say it’s just an old car, but what she is,
is a custom built machine that has a lot of bite.
Earning the respect of all car lovers, appreciating
all the time, effort and money spend on her.

With the Yearly Volvo gathering in a few months
it’s all systems go in making sure Sleeper will be
there in all her glory, better and stronger than ever
and showing everyone once again that when
passion is your motivator nothing can be
impossible.

With the new modifications Sleeper has been
blessed, as Braam has gone all out. The heart of
her will be a more powerful beast, with none of the
crew knowing what to expect from her. In essence,
she will still remain a 2L 8valve B23 motor, but it
will be difficult to believe it once the dyno figures
are seen.

Be sure to see the Equipped Custom crew with a
logo that no one will ever forget, in action with the
Volvo gathering. More updates will be posted soon
to keep everyone in the loop as to when Sleeper
will be heard, seen and respected once she rolls in
the streets!
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(Thanks Lee – we look forward to meeting Sleeper
at the Saamtrek, and no dicing!)
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Apart from a new motor, the whole drive train is in
the process of being updated to handle the new
horse power. Sleeper will be blessed with proper
Porsche 930 brakes and calibers. As any petrol
head will know, a man does not spend money on
decent brakes if there isn’t a monster living in the
engine bay. New braided hoses have replaced all
the pipes that was used when Sleeper was born in
the 1960`s.
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With proper guidance from uncle Jakkie, that is
Braam`s uncle that is well known by the Volvo
club, baby steps were taken to plan this project
down to the wire. With Fred being there to help
Braam with every motor ever build for Sleeper, to
Alwyn helping to fit the new gearbox, Shaun to
make coffee and Lee to make notes and take pics,
as Sleeper comes to life.
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Endless hours have been spent in the shop,
calculating and planning what needs to be
improved to ensure that maximum power will be
developed and put down on the tar. Like my father
always said; “good things take time”.
Something I have definitely learnt since I met
Braam. In committing yourself to a project, I have
learned patience is a small word with a big
meaning. The Equipped members have put in
many hours in helping Braam build Sleeper to her
utmost potential. Not yet being finished, and
costing Braam a lot of money, it’s easy to become
impatient and rushing your work, trying to cut
corners to save some money and time.
There is a saying in the street racing scene that
applies to every individual that has committed
themselves to built a machine that will earn
respect; “In order to build a powerful machine one
has to pay a lot school fees”. Braam has paid more
than his share in school fees and he has made his
notes.

From our face book page
Rick Ahier posted:

Rajen Pillay Condolences to the family.....
July 28 at 7:40pm
Achmad Jappie may he rest in peace and may his
family have ease during this tough times
July 28 at 8:32pm
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Eduardo Chinchilla Illescas likes this.
Rodney Verasammy posted:
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Loggies van Loggerenberg posted on 28 July
2013
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You, Brian Smal, Manie Troskie, Deon Prinsloo
and 2 others like this.
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Moosa Solomons 122, absolute stunner
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With sadness that we learnt this afternoon that Jan
Coetzer one of our members from Piet Retief
passed away this afternoon. Our deepest
condolences to his family and friends. May he rest
in peace.
Peter Stadler can’t wait till we finished with my
dad’s one
Hennie Rautenbach Awesome !
Grieta Spoor Come on...come show it at the Volvo
AGM in October!
Narsing Chutterpaul Superb job... looks like a new
paint job etc.
Rodney Verasammy yes it’s newly sprayed, Owner
currently busy with a 544 expecting another
stunner
Loggies van Loggerenberg WOW!!!!! I had a 1970
122S the same colour with red upholstery and
always thought it was a boring colour...until I saw
this photo!! Awesome!!!!!!

Braking news: charles Gould

After looking around on the net to see about
possible replacement bodies for the servo, I
decided that $450 was a little out of my range (esp.
since the latest free-fall of our currency) so now in
search of a re-sleeving shop here in GP. Any
suggestions…?

My 1966 122S Volvo has always gone well. I use
her every now and then to drive to work in
Middelburg and she has no problem sitting at
120km/h (or more) much to everyone’s (non Volvo
owners) surprise. So, it follows that one does
actually require efficient brakes from time to time.
I noticed my pedal was considerably harder after
using the car for the first time in a while (overseas
trip coupled with a break from driving the car for
about 12 weeks). After checking the usual things, I
decided that a strip down of the Girling servo was
required. I fortunately had a service kit for same in
stock, from CVI Auto in Sweden. I carried out the
service in record time and replaced the unit onto
the car. It did improve the pedal but left me with a
delayed reaction when applying the brake. This
was obviously not a safe situation as when driving
on the road, if the car does not stop, natural
reaction is to press the pedal harder, then causing
the wheels to lock up when the servo decides to
work a second later. I had to strip the unit down
again and investigate further.
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3 Million Reasons to Believe
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Anyone who has been inside a brake servo will
know that there are a number of channels and
seals, some of which need to be air tight, others,
brake fluid tight. The Girling unit operates with a
hydraulic control cylinder which, in turn, operates
an air valve . The whole system, at first, looks very
simple, but after digesting the service manual
script for a day or two, is actually a little more
complex than first appears. I quote: “Since there is
a vacuum on the left-hand side of the plunger, this
is moved to the left together with the plunger rod.
When this happens, the connection between the
master cylinder and brake lines is first closed and
the hydraulic pressure to the left of the pressure
plunger increases. In this way the outgoing brake
pressure is boosted, see fig.10. The outgoing
hydraulic pressure and the pressure on the lefthand side of the control plunger increases as more
air enters. If the pressure on the brake pedal, and
therefore the hydraulic pressure on the large,
right-hand side of the control plunger remains
unaltered, this is finally overcome and the plunger
is pressed to the right, see fig 11.”

Charles – over the weekend at Cars in the Park at
Zwartkops Gerrit du Plessis was there with his
stunning 122S – Norbrake have a complete NEW
replacement servo available – BOLT on for
R4500.00. Maybe that is the solution see pic
below.

This was the crux of the matter, I decided. Why,
after changing all the seals and gaskets, was my
servo unit not allowing a smooth braking action.
The only answer, I decided, was that the control
cylinder was not moving freely and a possible resleeving of the bores was required.

With more than 2.99 million miles on his recordbreaking, shiny red 1966 Volvo P1800, 73-yearold Irv Gordon is now aiming to achieve a near
impossible milestone - driving three million miles
in the same car. Gordon plans to reach three
million miles in Alaska this September. America’s
last frontier is one of two U.S. states Gordon has
never visited and a fitting backdrop for his three
million mile moment. As he approaches this
milestone, we invite you to follow along on
his journey by visiting 3MillionReasons.com,
where you can also share your reasons to believe.

Club contact detail

Trading post:

The committee

•

•

Treasurer: Hersel Pepler
herselalda@yahoo.com, 074 497 4457

•

Membership Secretary: Howard Bates
bateshome@wol.co.za, 011 672 7737

•

Memorabilia: Clive Nolte
clive.nolte@gmail.com, 082 327 3756

•

Edries Ali
edries.ali@sasol.com, 076 760 2982
Brian Smal: Events Co-ordinator
bsmal.777@gmail.com, 084 513 0234

•

Area assistants:

D

Freestate: Imke du Plessis 073 421 6033 and De
Wet du Plessis 083 449 1650
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•

Eastern Cape: Tou Nel 083 441 4867
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KZN: Alfie Ball 082 882 9974

•
•
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Mpumulanga/ Limpopo: Gerrit du Plessis 082 412
7817
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Western Cape: Simon van der Schans 021 671
7488 & Wouter Wentzel 082 572 1953
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North West: Jaco Kruger 082 337 2662
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Vice Chairman: Johan Kotzé
themailbox@hotmail, 082 905 2468
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Chairman: Deon van Loggerenberg
dvl@mweb.co.za, 082 491 2603

FOR SALE - 1995 Volvo 940GL 4 door with
sunroof in running condition and in daily use.
R40000.00 (neg). Contact Rosa on 074 116
4728.
FOR SALE - 1969 Volvo 144S Rust brown
colour. Reluctant sale - R9900.00. Contact
Gerald on 071 408 2777.
FOR SALE - 1968 Volvo 122S (B20) in
running order needs slight attention. R25000.
Contact Rory 083 334 0717.
FOR SALE - 1970 Volvo 122S licenced and in
good running order. R30000.00 not neg.
Contact Suveer on 078 246 9159 or 084 959
9921.
FOR SALE - 1995 Volvo 850 T5 good
condition, Turbo and brakes need attention.
230 000km. burgundy with tan leather.
R25000. Contact Nathan 082 441 1918.
FOR SALE - 1973 Volvo 164 Auto. Round
dial dash in good condition. Owner relocating
to Eastern Cape. Contact Louis Erasmus 072
543 4259.
FOR SALE - 1983 Volvo 760 GLE imported
from London in good condition - will consider
offers. Contact Ronel Palmos on 011 888 7878.
FOR SALE - 1969 Volvo 144S in running
condition and in daily use R25000 contact
Henning Venter 082 900 4551.
FOR SALE - Volvo P1800 2 x front fender
beadings (Jensen style) R500, late 1800 grill
R1500, 3 x door beadings R300 and smaller
parts (lenses/ beading lock clips etc) R100 R2400 for the lot. Contact Johan du Plessis 082
871 2656.
WANTED - Chrome strips/ beadings for 544
front fenders. Front and rear screen chrome
strip locking trim. Contact Eric on 072 431
1773.
FOR SALE - 122S refurbished grilles with
badges, cylinder head, radiator (needs att), 2 x
starters, cable harness, headlights, indicator
covers, tail light fittings, gear stick & gearbox
with adaptor plates - contact Dessie on 072 516
8985.
WANTED - Headlights for a 1971 164 contact Frank 083 448 0670.
FOR SALE - 1 set of 144TE/ 164 rims contact Gerrit Willemse on 083 645 3468.
WANTED - 544 front bumper condition not
important as long as it is repairable - contact
Alex 082 446 3752

•

Volvo factory – assembling p1800’s in the 60’s
•

•
•
•

082 921 4156 / 082 566 7897
081 325 1507
email wendy.r@hocasc.co.za
www.hocasc.co.za

Our Showroom/Workshop is located at 70, Main Road, Knysna

1934 Chev Master Sedan R140 000

2002 Mercedes 500SL

R380 000

1955 Triumph TR2

D

R160 000

R175 000

1924 Model T Ford

R240 000

R550 000

1967 MGB

R140 000

R180 000

1962 Porsche 356B

W

1938 Buick Special
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1964 Jaguar 3.8S
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1991 Ferrari 348TS (4 000 kms) R980 000
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We buy and sell all classic, sports and vintage cars. Consignment sales welcome.

1958 Ford Fairlane 500

R65 000

1936 Ford Roadster

R340 000

1983 Mercedes 500SL

R140 000

2007 Jaguar XK

R480 000

1930 Model A Ford

R120 000

1964 VW Beetle 1300

R65 000

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

ALSO AVAILABLE:

1974 Volvo 164… 1989 Bentley Turbo R-1… 1929 Chev Phaeton… 1986 Porsche 924… 1932 Plymouth 4 door…
1940 Packard 110 Touring Sedan… 1930 Chevrolet… 1930 Plymouth… 1973 Triumph GT6… 1918 Ford Model T…
1930 Chevrolet Sedan… 2002 BMW 330CI… 1948 Chevrolet Fleetline… 1978 Mercedes 450Sl… 2003 Lexus LX470…
Austin Healeys… 1972 Peugeot 504 Cabriolet… 1929 Chevrolet Phaeton… 1948 Nash Ambassador… Fiat 500…
1909 Ford Model T… 2001 Toyota MR2… 1928 Ford Model A Phaeton.. 1948 Studebaker…
Plus.. Plus.. Plus.

Volvo Cars' pioneering work on pedestrian
protection wins Global NCAP Innovation
Award

Raises
the
bonnet
by
ten
centimetres
seven sensors embedded in the front of the car transmit
signals to a control unit. When the car comes into
contact with an object, the control unit evaluates the
signals and if it registers a human-like leg form, the
pedestrian airbag is deployed.

Volvo Car Group's pioneering work on pedestrian
protection has been rewarded with the 2013 Global
NCAP Innovation Award. The prize was received by
Prof. Lotta Jakobsson, Senior Technical Specialist
Safety at Volvo Cars Safety Centre, at the Enhanced
Safety of Vehicles (ESV) Conference in Seoul, South
Korea. At the ESV Conference, Prof. Lotta Jakobsson
held a presentation about Volvo Cars' outstanding
achievements within pedestrian protection. She
presented a paper on the Pedestrian Airbag
Technology in the new Volvo V40.
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Addressing
a
global
challenge
In China, 25 per cent of traffic fatalities are
pedestrians. In Europe, the figure is 14 per cent and in
the USA 12 per cent. Of course, many more
pedestrians are seriously injured. The most serious
head injuries involving pedestrians and cars are caused
by the hard structure under the bonnet panel, the
windscreen's lower edge and the A-pillars.

The added gap between the bonnet and the hard
components in the engine compartment gives space for
the bonnet to deform, absorbing energy and dampening
the impact of the pedestrian's head and chest.
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"The purpose of the world's first airbag for pedestrians
is to help protect these vulnerable road users in certain
situations when they impact the bonnet and the area
around the windscreen, where there may be a risk of
serious head injuries," says Lotta Jakobsson.

The bonnet hinges are equipped with pyrotechnical
release mechanisms which, when the system is
activated, pull out a pin and release the rear of the
bonnet. At the same time, the airbag is inflated. During
the inflation sequence, the airbag raises the bonnet. It
is lifted ten centimetres and stays in the raised position.
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In 2010, Volvo Cars counteracted the statistics by
launching Pedestrian Detection with full auto brake.
The system can avoid a collision with a pedestrian at
speeds of up to 35 km/h if the driver does not respond
in time. At higher speeds, the focus is on reducing the
car's speed as much as possible before the collision.
In order to mitigate the consequences if a collision
with a pedestrian is unavoidable, the Volvo V40,
launched in 2012, comes equipped with the world's
first Pedestrian Airbag Technology.

"The airbag has a dual function. It raises the bonnet to
create distance. Then it helps to cushion the impact by
covering the hard parts around the windscreen,"
explains Lotta Jakobsson.
Best

Euro

NCAP

score

ever

In 2012, the all-new Volvo V40 achieved a five-star
Euro NCAP rating and also won the Euro NCAP
Best in Class in the Small Family class - with the
best overall result ever recorded by the
organization. The V40 scored an all-time high in
the pedestrian evaluation by attaining 88 per cent
of the total score.
"Several studies have documented that our collisionavoiding systems lead to significant accident
reductions in real-life traffic. By continuously
introducing new preventive and protective systems, we
keep moving towards our aim that by 2020 no one
should be injured or killed in a new Volvo," concludes
Lotta Jakobsson.
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